If you got a refuse
Ask you, respected authors, to avoid requirements on a standard: «Give to me
a telephone (E-mail, Skype), reviewer, that I explained him everything!».
Be persistent at the attempt to publish the article. If answer scientifically
reasonably and correctly on the remark of editors and reviewers in time, it is
possible to attain a result in publication of Your article without any complication
and tension.
Do not elect another scientific collection or journal, while it will not be find out
one of such moments:
o
o
o
o
o

an editor answered that the subjects of Your article did not fully
correspond to a branch type and subject of Collection;
an editorial college rejects publishing of manuscript without a right
for its resubmitting in a release;
your article was rejected even after you thoroughly answered on all
suggestions and analytical comments of a reviewer;
You obtained the information from a release about a refuse to publish
Your article on the basis of reviews of two reviewers;
the process of the article consideration exceeds time, foreseen by
regulation of Collection and editors on objective reasons can not
quicken the analysis of Your manuscript. In such case, please, report a
release that you take away the article, before to give it to another
collection or journal.

Remember!
Preparation of the article to publication is sufficiently a difficult multivectorial
process, that is why you must be ready to work quietly and perceive with thanks all
the remarks given to you, insistingly work on improvement of the article and to
bring necessary corrections into Your manuscript, tolerantly answer on the
comments of editors and reviewers. Execute nothing superfluous, answer only on
those remarks and letters which are sent to you.
o

You can appeal against any editorial decision if it does not meet your
scientific expectations and aspirations.

